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Welcome
to the Spring 2018

TechGuide
from Business Direct

This issue includes just a small selection 
of our wide range of products and 
solutions at Business Direct. 

From desktop PCs to 2-in-1 tablets, 
to networking and infrastructure 
solutions; we’ve got it covered. If 
you’d like to further explore the topics 
featured inside TechGuide, or you’d 
like to chat about any aspect of your IT 
provision or upcoming projects, please 
get in touch. 

Our team of friendly IT Specialists are 
here to offer free, no obligation advice.

At Business Direct we have a huge 
range of over 35,000 IT products 
from all the world’s leading 
brands. We have strong strategic 
relationships with the world’s 
best vendors, backed by technical 
accreditations and prestigious 
partner statuses – you can trust us 
for the right advice.

Our extensive range covers 
networking, components, servers, 
storage, laptops, PCs, tablets, 
printers & consumables, AV (Audio 
Visual) solutions, software, headsets, 
smartphones, and complete 
infrastructure solutions. However, 
we don’t just sell IT hardware. We can 
deploy, install, manage and control 
devices as well. For more information 
about our services portfolio, get in 
touch today or take a look at the back 
page for a summary. 

An impressive product 
portfolio built with our 
customers in mind

If you need to discuss any 
aspect of your IT infrastructure 
or further explore any of 
the products featured in 
this TechGuide, then get in 
touch with our dedicated 
team. Drawing on a wealth of 
knowledge and experience, 
they’re ready to chat about 
your needs today.

Experienced IT 
Specialists are just 
a phone call away

0870 429 3090
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PCs &
Accessories
Empower your people 
with the right device. 
At Business Direct we offer a 
huge range of devices from all 
the world’s leading brands.  No 
matter what your needs are, 
there’s a form factor perfectly 
suited to your business. Take a 
look at our devices for workers 
on the move, or an easy solution 
to a ‘hot desk’ office. Choose 
the devices that give your 
workforce the power to get the 
job done wherever they are. 
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Kick stand for easy 
viewing in laptop mode

2

PixelSense Display for a 
fantastic viewing experience

£661 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Make a statement with the Surface Pro

With up to 13.5 hours battery life¹, a PixelSense Display and 
a powerful Intel Core processor at your fingertips, this laptop 
is perfect for any style of worker. Its versatile style means it 
can be used in either laptop or studio mode without losing any 
capabilities. The ultra-portable design with sleek rounded edges 
make this device a fantastic solution for mobile workers.

Surface Pro

Quicklinx
CXJ8TG00

£883 Ex VAT

Guide price from

The perfect balance of portability and performance 
The Surface Laptop is thin, light and powerful with luxurious touches. It’s the perfect balance of 
performance and portability with a battery life up to 14.5 hours¹ to see you through the day. You 
don’t have to choose between power and travelling light. Starting at just 1.25kg, the Surface 
Laptop is the ideal device when on-the-go. 

Surface Laptop

Quicklinx
CWVGTG00

£1,199 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Adapts to the ways you work and create
The new Surface Book 2 is a versatile laptop, powerful tablet and 
portable studio, all-in-one. Get more done with four modes of 
use and unprecedented performance for a laptop this size. The 
touchscreen PixelSense display has enhanced colour and graphics 
that are designed to be used with the Surface Pen.2

See full range for higher spec

Surface Book 2

Quicklinx
D6Y1TG00

Detachable display 
creates a thin and 
light tablet device

4GB  
RAM

 Intel ® 

Core™ M3
128GB  

SSD

8GB  
RAM

 Intel® 

Core™ i5
128GB  

SSD

8GB 
RAM

Intel® 

Core™ i5
256GB  

SSD

Learn more - bt.com/techguide/surfacepro

Learn more - bt.com/techguide/surfacelaptop

Learn more - bt.com/techguide/surfacebook2

To see our full range of PCs & Accessories visit bt.com/techguide/pcsandaccessories

See full range for higher spec

See full range for higher spec

2
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Quicklinx       DC7QTG00

£1,175
Guide price from:

Where beauty and productivity intersect

The Dell Latitude 7390 is a laptop with 
a difference. Easily transition between 
multiple modes, including laptop, 
tablet, stand and tent. Give yourself a 
natural writing experience using Wacom 
technology and the optional active pen, 
taking notes or drawing up ideas you 
won’t miss a thing. With an Intel® Core™ 
i5 processor this laptop will give you the 
power you need every day. 

See the full Dell Latitude range today

Ex VAT

Dell Latitude 7390

8GB
RAM

 Intel® 

Core™ i5

 Intel® 

Core™ i5

256GB
SSD

Windows 10 Pro means business.

HP EliteBook 1040 is ready for all the 
challenges of a fast paced business 
environment and it’ll make even your 
hardest task a breeze. Utilising great 
features including the full HD LED-backlit 
touchscreen, no compromising security and 
on-the-go collaboration, this laptop will 
become a staple device in your office. 

See the full HP EliteBook range today

Quicklinx       D6HCTG00

£1,411
Guide price from:

Ex VAT

HP EliteBook 1040

Learn more - 
bt.com/techguide/delllatitude

Learn more - 
bt.com/techguide/hpelitebook

£744 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

An extreme business tool  
All professionals demand the best from their tools and the TravelMate 
P648-M provides just that. It’s a powerful platform that delivers 
brilliant performance throughout the day. Made from light and 
durable materials it’s an ideal device for people on-the-go. Using an 
ergonomic backlit keyboard, nothing can get in the way of work. 

Acer TravelMate P648-M

Quicklinx
D6MLTG00

8GB
RAM

 Intel® 

Core™ i5
256GB

SSD

£112 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Expand your computer’s capabilities with Griffin’s Docking 
Station. Using the independent power supply you’re 
always ready and always on. In a ‘hot desk’ scenario 
connecting any laptop to a monitor couldn’t be easier.
Don’t lose time getting set up with 4 USB ports and 1 
USB-C. Plus HDMI lets you mirror your screen or simply 
extend it. Just plug in and go.

Griffin Universal USB-C   
Docking Station
The perfect solution for hot desking 

Quicklinx
DCR1TG00

£41 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Being able to see the person on the other end of a call can 
make a huge difference in business. Using the LifeCam 
Cinema webcam can dramatically change the atmosphere 
of a conference call. It delivers smooth detailed video 
and crystal clear audio along with a noise-cancelling 
microphone to help with sound clarity. 

Microsoft LifeCam Cinema
Make a difference in business conference calls 

Quicklinx
7CVSTG00

13.3” full HD display 
with anti-glare

Collaborate with 
colleagues using the 

720p webcam

Plug n go

Noise cancelling 
microphone

Ultrabook, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Core Inside, Intel, Intel Logo, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside Logo, Intel vPro, 
Itanium, Itanium Inside, Pentium, Pentium Inside, vPro Inside, Xeon, Xeon Phi, Xeon Inside, and Intel Optane are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its 
subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries.

8GB
RAM

256GB
SSD

There’s a model suited to every need 
in the EliteBook range. 

6 | TechGuide TechGuide | 7bt.com/techguide Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090



Monitors
& Displays
Equip your business with 
monitors that promote 
quality and productivity.
From a standard mid-range 
monitor to high quality 4K 
displays, you can enjoy sharper 
images and high performing 
technology every day. Whatever 
the intended use, there’s no 
reason to be exposed to poor 
quality. At Business Direct we 
have an extensive portfolio of 
monitors covering every level of 
requirement to ensure an  
up-to-date viewing experience.

£84 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Great LED images in vivid colour
Equip your business with a monitor that delivers brilliant picture 
quality with 1920 x 1080 resolution. For a display with crisp detail 
and realistic colours, you can rely on the Philips 243V5LHSB/00 to 
bring you a true-to-life picture every day. This 24” monitor is great 
for professionals and guarantees superb performance.  

Philips 243V5LHSB/00

Quicklinx
BYZKTG00

1920x
1080 RES

23.6” 
Display

HDMI, VGA,
DVI-D

Enjoy a viewing experience that’s a cut above the rest. The ProLite 
X3272UHS-B1 is capable of UHD resolution, better known as 4K, 
making this the ideal screen for applications that require an above 
average viewable area, such as CAD/CAM drawing or photographic 
and web design. 

iiyama ProLite X3272UHS-B1
Display incredibly sharp images with this 4K monitor

An excellent monitor for business
Well-being at work is vital and the AOC E2475PWJ monitor offers 
height adjustment options to help you find your perfect posture.
Make sure you and your team remain productive throughout the 
daywith HDMI connectors that produce high-speed digital input at 
all times.

AOC E2475PWJ

1920x
1080 RES

23.6” 
Display

HDMI, VGA,
DVI

£117 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Quicklinx
D63KTG00

4K31.5” 
Display

HDMI & 
DP

£391 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Quicklinx
DCDRTG00

To see our full range of monitors and displays visit bt.com/techguide/monitorsanddisplays

8 | TechGuide TechGuide | 9bt.com/techguide Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090



£62 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

A storage drive you can rely on

The storage drive is one of the most important elements of a PC. It holds all of 
your irreplaceable files and lots more. The Crucial MX500 internal SSD is built 
on quality, speed and security making it an ideal addition to any 
computer. Once installed your system will start in seconds and  
files will begin to load almost instantly.

Crucial® MX500 SSD

Quicklinx
D8POTG00

2.5” 
form factor

250GB
SSD

Storage
Without adequate storage 
solutions a business can’t 
run successfully.
A loss of data can easily cripple 
a business overnight and 
without sufficient backups to 
critical systems, it can be almost 
impossible to repair the damage. 
By keeping up-to-date with office 
storage systems you can stay one 
step ahead. Whether it’s a small 
office with a modest workforce 
or a large enterprise business, we 
have the complete solution. From filming in HD to shooting high-resolution photos you can’t go 

wrong with Kingston’s Canvas Select™ SD card. Designed to be reliable 
you can be confident that your projects will be protected. Built to be 
durable you can rely on Canvas Select SD cards to protect your photos, 
videos and other data, even in harsh or unstable conditions.

Kingston Canvas Select SD
Bring your HD videos to life

Storage that grows with your business
A straightforward storage solution for small and medium sized businesses. The 
flexibility of expandable storage capacity and the option to upgrade the memory 
means this unit can grow with your business. The RS2818RP+ integrates various 
backup applications to safeguard your important data on any device 
with an intuitive user interface and durable storage technologies.

Synology RackStation RS2818RP+ 

£2,228 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Quicklinx
DD40TG00

£33 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

Quicklinx
DD9STG00

Instantly improve 
system performance

Up to 64Gb 
supported

16
bays

128GBClass 10 
UHS-I

Full HD for vivid images 
and video content

To see our full range of storage solutions visit bt.com/techguide/storage

high capacity and 
scalable NAS
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6gb/s

192TB max 
capacity

MicroSD

10 | TechGuide TechGuide | 11bt.com/techguide Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090



Make sure your office is always 
productive by using Office 365 
for Business. With all the familiar 
favourites such as Outlook, Word, 
Excel and PowerPoint it’s business 
as usual, wherever you are. With 
the flexibility to install across 
devices and the convenience of 
OneDrive online file storage, your 
business won’t ever miss a beat. 

By using Office 365 you’ll never 
have to buy a new version, with 
regular updates from Microsoft 
your software will always be top 
of the game. Keeping up with 
your growing business is easy, and 
adding a new user is as simple as 
buying an additional license. 

Not sure what you need? Talk to 
our knowledgeable licensing team 
today to discuss your company’s 
requirements, whether it’s a small 
office refresh or a company with 
multiple locations we can help 
you get the best from the Office 
365 package.

 
Software
Run your business 
efficiently with software 
tailored to your needs.
There’s a huge variety of choice 
when it comes to software and 
operating systems. Whether it’s 
everyday office administration 
or specific functions such as 
finance or payroll, we’ve got you 
covered. With large businesses, 
it’s often beneficial to consider 
software licensing which has lots 
of advantages in the long run.

Call our Licensing Specialists 
today on

to talk about your needs
0870 429 3090

Cut hardware and energy costs
Without servers to run for email, websites 
and document storage, you can reduce 
energy costs and save by no longer 
purchasing new server hardware.

Be always up to date
Since Office 365 is in the cloud, it’s always 
up to date. No patches or software upgrades 
necessary. Microsoft is adding new value 
and capabilities on a monthly basis.

License what you need
Office 365 provides many plans to fit the 
right capability needs and price points for 
each user in an organisation.

To see our full range of software visit bt.com/techguide/software

Effortlessly run your  
office with Office 365 

12 | TechGuide TechGuide | 13bt.com/techguide Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090



Solutions for all needs.
The ability to print high quality 
documents in a fast paced 
business environment is crucial. 
Choose a fast and reliable 
desktop printer for daily office 
use or a top of the range  
multi-function printer that can 
do it all. At Business Direct, we 
have a wide range of printers 
and scanners to suit every 
business need.

Printers 
& Scanners

Quicklinx       DD0ZTG00

£267
Guide price from:

Ideal for a small office 

The Epson WorkForce Pro is perfect for 
the business environment, especially 
for a small to medium sized office. The 
inkjet functionality of the WorkForce 
Pro means that a business can save 
considerably on costs, increase 
productivity, as well as reducing their 
environmental impact.

Use the Epson WF-C5XXX Series Ink with the 
WorkForce Pro WF-C5790DWF to get the best 
results from your printer every time.

Ex VAT

Epson WorkForce Pro WF-C5790DWF

Quicklinx      C4NXTG00

£98
Guide price from:

Take care of business easily

Make sure your business can always 
tackle high-volume print jobs when they 
come around with print, scan and copy 
versatility. The OfficeJet Pro 8710 is an 
all-in-one printer designed for a  
fast-paced office. Managing tasks is easy 
with touchscreen digital shortcuts.

Don’t forget your Inks and Toners from 
HP. With a wide range of accessories for 
every printer make sure you’re never 
running low.

Ex VAT

HP OfficeJet Pro 8710

2.65”
Display

Always be ready 
with multi-function 

capabilities 
4” 

Display
Up to

34ppm1
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 Print, scan, fax and 
copy easily 

Up to
35PPM1

To see our full range of printers and scanners visit bt.com/techguide/printandscan

See the full range from Epson
Learn more - bt.com/techguide/epson

14 | TechGuide TechGuide | 15bt.com/techguide Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090



Networking products 
and solutions from all the 
world’s leading brands.
Installing a suitable network for 
the needs of your business is 
vital. The network is what brings 
your people together whether 
you’re running a company from 
your garage or have offices all 
over the world. At BT we have 
the capability to provide a simple 
router, or create an entire bespoke 
infrastructure that’s scalable for 
future growth.

 
Networking

NETGEAR’s cloud managed switch enables 
you to use the Insight app to monitor the 
health and status of your network at any 
time. Get your network setup quickly with 
easy deployment and utilise maximum 
flexibility with 8 PoE+ copper Gigabit 
Ethernet ports and 2 SFP Fibre ports.

NETGEAR Switch
Gigabit Ethernet Smart Cloud Switch

£250 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

One
GBPS

8 Ports

Power over 
Ethernet+

Quicklinx      D576TG00

The Vigor 2862 Series uses professional 
level features to increase security, 
flexibility and functionality, making it 
ideal as your standard router for almost 
any scenario. Choose from 4 models in 
the Vigor 2862 series based upon the 
needs of the business.  

DrayTek Router
The Vigor 2862 Series

£178 Ex VAT

Guide price from:

ADSL/
VDSL

802.11n

60MBPS 
VPN

Quicklinx      D5HKTG00

Cisco Catalyst 9300 Series Switch 

The Cisco Enterprise Network Security is an ecosystem of products that speak to one another to neutralise any detected threat and enforce 
defences during an attack. Cisco’s Catalyst 9300 Series Switch is part of that ecosystem and as their leading stackable enterprise switching 
platform, it’s built for security, IoT and mobility. With Cisco’s Enterprise Network security you can have have 360-degree visibility and 
comprehensive automation along with a network that’s constantly learning and adapting to your needs. 

Find out more about Cisco and their solutions, call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090 today.

Cisco 

To see our full range of networking solutions visit bt.com/techguide/networkingsolutions

16 | TechGuide bt.com/techguide TechGuide | 17Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090



The Check Point 700 Appliance is  
all-in-one protection for your business

Protecting networks for over 16 years, Check Point work with us at BT to 
offer a full portfolio of market-leading products and service solutions. The 
Check Point 700 Appliance family delivers enterprise-grade security in a 
simple and affordable way. The complete Check Point solution protects 
business networks and data from cyber-theft and with easy setup, your 
system can be up a running in minutes. Receiving continuous security 
updates from ThreatCloudTM you can remain one step ahead of threats, 
protecting your network, productivity and reputation. 

Call us today to discuss Check Point’s Security systems and how they can help 
your business.

Check Point

Palo Alto and BT have been working 
together since 2011 and providing 
our security managed firewall since 
2016. Our service integrates Wildfire 
cloud-based malware prevention, 
which is a key component of the Palo 
Alto network. As a diamond partner 
in the EMEA and a platinum partner 
for the rest of the world we are in a 
great position to offer our customers 
fantastic security solutions.

Palo Alto
BT have been working with Fortinet 
for over 11 years and in that 
time, together we’ve developed 
comprehensive security solutions based 
on our customer’s needs. Fortinet has 
a wealth of experience in the industry 
and each week they spend over 8000 
hours researching threats. Because of 
their dedication, 470,000 network 
breaches have been resisted. 

Fortinet
Kaspersky’s Endpoint Security for 
business can protect a business, small 
or large, from cyber threats. It’s crucial 
that a company can detect an attack 
before it ever happens and Kaspersky’s 
system can prevent threats across any 
devices and on any platform. With lots 
of added services you can be sure that 
your company and data is secure from 
incoming malware and threats. 

Kaspersky

Quicklinx      D31QTG00

With 1 year Total Security Suite

Ideal for a small office the Firebox T10 delivers complete enterprise-level 
network security. The addition of Security Suite features means you can 
have more control over how your network is being used.  Features including 
SpamBlocker, Gateway AntiVirus, Data Loss Prevention and others mean you’re 
able to set certain parameters for users. These added restrictions allow you to 
successfully protect against spyware, viruses, malicious content and data leaks. 
Using WatchGuard Dimension you’ll have visibility over real-time network 
activity and security events.

£422
Guide price from:

Ex VAT

WatchGuard Firebox T10 

Protect your business with 
Security Suite features 

Wired  
connectivity

400Mbps 
firewall

• Choose from world’s leading brands including 
Plantronics, Jabra and lots more 

• Wired and wireless solutions for every need or utilise 
new noise cancelling technology

Headsets
Give your employees the best tools for the job 

• Excellent server solutions from HPE, Dell and many more

• Technical sales experts who will define a solution to fit 
the needs of your business

Servers
Take the time to assess the health of your servers 

Make sure your Audio Visual tech is up-to-date

• Get the best large format displays for your office and 
conference rooms

• Give your presentations a boost with new projectors and 
equipment

(AV) Audio Visual 

Call today to find out how  
Business Direct can help you.

0870 429 3090
Speak to our IT Specialists 

Ask to speak to a security 
specialist - on hand to help 

Learn more - bt.com/techguide/headsets

Learn more - bt.com/techguide/av

Learn more - bt.com/techguide/servers

100Mbps 
VPN

18 | TechGuide bt.com/techguide



Business Direct: 
IT hardware, software 

and services for 
business and Public 
Sector organisations

  Friendly advice to help you
  choose the right products

Huge stock holding for

  quick & effi  cient delivery
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& deployment

Installation services

for total peace of mind

M
aintenance & support

Hassle- 
free  
set up

Why choose 
Business Direct?
With 30+ years of IT experience, we can confidently say that we know IT. We understand 
that getting hardware ready to go for users – straight from the box - can sometimes be 
the hardest part of refreshing your 
technology. At BT, we’ve built 
up an army of highly skilled IT 
engineers who can provide 
a range of deployment 
services across the 
whole UK. 

Talk to us today about how we can help you with your IT 
requirements and explore any upcoming projects you might 
have. Our friendly and experienced IT Specialists can offer you 
helpful advice and solutions to help in your decision making. 

We offer different ways to 
prepare devices so they’re 
ready for your people to use 
straight out of the box.

We can help you with devices, 
deployment & control.

Call us today on 0870 429 3090

Supply Configure

Asset tag & 
monitoring

Personalised 
etching

Pre delivery 
inspection

Deliver Deploy

Install Maintain
Manage 
& control


